
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental qucstionsin Astrophysicsand Cosr_ologyis

the natureof the Dark Matter (hereafterDM) which pervadesthe universe.At

least90% of the mass of the Universedoes not emit or absorbeicctromsgnetic

:adiationin appreciableamounts and isinferredonly through itsgravitational

effects.Itsnature isunclear,but the hypothesisthat the DM ismade out of

ordinarybaryonsencounterdifficulties;primordialnucleosynthesisalongwith the

predilectionfora Universeofcriticaldensityseem to precludeit,popularmodels

of galaxyformationfavora largenon-baryonlccomponent, and allowableforms

suchas Jupitersizeobjectsorlargestells.rremnantsarethoughtnot toform inthe

requirednumbers. Among thenon-baryonicpossibilities(primordialblackholes,

exo_.icobjects,elementaryparticles,etc.)the ideathatthe DM could consistof

thelowestmass (stable)member ofa yetunknown familyofelementaryparticles

isfairlyattractive.Many currentimprovements oftheStandardModel ofparticle

physicspredictsuch a family,the most familaxexample beingsupersymmetry.

It has been suggestedthat thishypothesiscan be testedexperimentally1'2

and many groups areupgrading existingexperimentsor developingnew exper-

iments to directlydetectdark matter particles.In view of thisexperimental

effort,itisimportant to assessthe realmodel independenceof ratepredictions

and constraintsfrom acceleratorexperiments.This iswhat we attempt to do in

thispaper fora wide classofmodels where thedark matterisassumed to consist

of massive particles.We willcM.ltheseparticles6'swhere 6 could stand fora

neutrino,photino,etc..

The classof experimentswe willbe discussingconsistsof low-temperature,

kilogramsizedetectorsdesignedto measure the small(orderkeV) recoilenergy

depositedwhen a DM particlemoving through the halo of the galaxy scatters

duticMly offa nucleusinthedetector.The ratein sucha detectordepends upon

severalh_loparameters,the mus ofthe $,themess of thedetectornucleus,and

most importantlyupon the $ - N dutic scatteringcrosssection.In SectionII

we discuss this interaction rate and the uncertainties in it.
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Making the fundamental assumption that the _ particleswere once in ther-

modynamic equilibriumwith quarksand leptons,presumably through "annihila-

tion"channelssuch as 6_ ,-_qq,e-e+,e",_,.,impliesthatthe currentrelicdensity

of DM particles is related to the annihilation cross section at the time of "freeze-

out". In Section III we analyze this argument.

By "crossing symmetry", as indicated in Section IV, the annihilation cross

section can be related to the elastic cross section mentioned above, leading in

a rather model independent way to a lower limit for the interaction rate of 6

particles from the galaxy with a target in the laboratory. The degree of model

independence of this result, along with other uncertainties are discussed in Section

IV. Fin_Uy, in Section V we consider another possible "crossing", that is, we show

how the results of hish energy production experiments such as ASP can constrain

DM detection experiments and influence detector design strategies. In particular,

accelerator experiments in general rule out lighter _'s, although once again, we

point out how this is model dependeT,t conclusion. Section VI summarizes our

main conclusions.

II. THE RATE IN THE DETECTOR

The number of events per kilogram per day in a DM detector can be written 1'3'4

(v)hoioPh.Jo .tR - -_rI,7},_71c71, , (I)mNm6

wherep_o ~ .3GeV cm-3isthelocaldensityofDM particles,(v)hato,,_270

km/sec isthe averagespeed of a particlein the halo,rnN is the mass of the

detectornucleus,m 6 isthe mass of the DM particle,and (Telisthe elasticcross

section.The 77factors3'4 describevariousmodii_c_ttionsto the rate and are

generallyof order unity. The T/,,,,1.3factoris the enhancement due to the

motion of the Sun and Earth through the halo,_/¢_<1 isa coherencelossfactor,

more properlycontainedin_'el,which issmallforheavy detectornucleiand heavy

_'s.The T}t_<I factoraccountsforthe detectorthresholdand is smallforhigh
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threshold devices and low energy depositions. Finally r/, -_ 1 takes into account

a possible escape velocity for the galaxy. See Refs. 3 and 4 for details.

Eq. (1) was derived using an isothermal potential model of the galaxy's halo

as described in Refs. 5, 6, and 3. Since Ph_o and (v)_l o depend crucially upon

both the form and parameter values of this model and neither are well determined

we have a factor of two or more uncertainty introduced into the rate at this point.

The halo is expected to be non-isothermal, 7 but by far the largest uncertainty
S

comes from the determination of Ohm°- In comparison, the existence of a galactic

escape velocity and the effect of a possible halo rotation are s_a11. The mass of

the 6 is unknown, but ra 6 > 1 GeV are of interest. The mass of the detector

nucleus is under the control of the experimenter and using detectors with different

ra_r may help discriminate signal from backgroun,t. The biggest uncertainty in

eq. (1) is ¢'el, which in principle could be zero. As we will show, however, some

expectations of c_d do exist.

In conclusion, we see that a great deal of uncertainty in the rate comes simply

from the relatively unknown nature of the galactic ha.lo. If DM particles a_e found

and their properties measured (perhaps with help from accelerator experiments)

then useful information about the galactic halo could be extracted; information

which may be unobtainable in any other way.

III. CURRENT DENSITY AND ANNIHILATION RATES

The hypothesis that the dark matter is made out of particles/_, which were

once in thermal equilibrium with ordinary particles, Limits considerably the free-

dom of the particle physics model. The present density of/_'s in the universe is

a function of their annihilation rate at the g: _aethey dropped out of equilibrium

(the "freeze out" time). The argument worked out in detail for neutrinos by Lee

and Weinberg s among others is simple. At early times, the temperature and den-

sities are high enough so that reactions such as/_ 4--,qq, _ ,--, e-e +,/5_ ,-, v_,

etc. can maintain kinetic and chemical equilibrium. As the universe expands and

the temperature drops below the mass of the _ particle, its equiLibrium number

density drops exponentially due to the Boltzmann factor, e-m'/T. However, at

3
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a certain temperature, determ.i_ed by the anmhilr.tion cross section, the numbe_

density of 6's drops too low for annihilation to proceed in equilibrium; the _'s

"freeze-out', the number density cannot change appreciably and we are left with

a well determined abundance today. Therefore, in the case of no initial asym-

metry, the present density of 6's fizeJ a normalization point to the interaction

JtT'ength of the model considered. Note that these considerations are extremely

genera/, but do not apply to particles such as axions 9 which according to current

schemes were never in eqmlibrium with the rest of matter.

Several approximation schemes to solve the Boltzmann equation have ueen
developed 1°'11 for the case where the annihilation rate can be written

= + b( b, (2)

where (v 2) = 6kT/m6 is the thermally averaged relative velocity of the particle

and anti-particle. The two terms corresponds to s-wave and p-wave annihilation

which axe dow_inant for the low energy at freeze-out. In our numerica/estimation

below, we use the method of ref. 11. Fig. 1 gives the annihilation cross section for

two representative models, the massive Dirac "neutrino" ( Fig. la, a = 0 curves)

where the s-wave term is dominant, and a pure photino model with degenerate

scalar fermions (F;g. lb) where the p-wave term is important. Relevant formulae

are given in Appendix A. In these calculations we have allowed the "coupLing

strengths" (i.e. the hypercharge for neutrinos or the scalar ferm.ion masses for

photinos) to adjust themselves in order to pro_de a given density tod_y. The

curves are labelled with the relevant fl6h 2, where f16 -- P6//Pcrit is the presen: ratio

of the average 6 density in the universe to the critical density (Pcrit -- 1.05 × 10-5h 2

GeV cm-_), sad h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s-1 Mpc -1. In Fig.

la we have also drawn the expected annihilation cross section for a Standard

Model neutrino (fl is al.lowed to vary). It is seen that after some oscilla,tion at

low mass due to the various thresholds (7-_, c_, bg) above a few GeV

lO-2SemSse c-

~ n6h ' (3)

where the exact value of the coefficient depends on the dominance of s-wave or

4
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p-wave annihilation. It is a striking coincidence and perhaps meaningful that the

cross sections needed to supply a critical density are in the range of the weak
interactions.

In the last paragraph, we took the attitude of determining the interaction

strength through the current density of dark matter, that is, Fu:ing the unknown

parameters of the model using £. However, in some cases, such as massive

neutrinos, this is unnatural because the model is essentially fixed. In this case

two situations have to be considered. It could be that the considered particle is

only a minority component of the dark matter. Fig. 2 shows the approximate

F_h2 obtained for typical models. In this case, when looking for elastic interaction

of the considered dark matter particles, the particle density in the halo 9_lo has

to be reduced proportionally (see eq. (I))

£6

Plmlo "* Phalo_DM (4)

where fZDM is the ratio of the total dark matter density to the critical density.

This assumes that no segregation between the various types of dark matter has
occurred.

Another scena_'io could be that of an initial asymmetry. 11'i2 If, for instance,

the number of 6 particles is larger thee the number of _'s, a large annihilation

rate may be compatible with the current density: even if all _ pairs disappear,

one is left with the initial excess of 6's. This is, of course, what happened for

protons in the Universe. Fig. la gives an example for Dirac "neutrinos" of the

effect of an initial asymmetry. Thc variable a is defined as the (invariant) ratio

of the excess number density to the entropy density, s

n6 - n$
a= (5)

where a "" 7nphoton and nphotoa is the number density of photons. Note that for

baryons ab _. 2 - 7 x 10 -11 (ref. 13). Fig. la shows, as already noted by several

authors, that a heavy neutrino of mus 10 GeV and an asymmetry similar to that

of baryons will nicely lead to 136 _. 1, which is at least a remarkable coincidence.

5
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Fi 8. I. Annihilation cro_ sections required to give f] = I. A "Dirge neutrino" (a)

and a pure photino (b) are shown for two values of the Hubble parameter, h. The

the hypercharse and squark mass respectively are adjuated to give the stated value

of fth z. Several values of asymmetry (a), are shown for the "Dirge neutrino", as

iJ the crou section expected for • standard model hypereharge (dashed line).
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But note that for a given asymmetry there are either no or two masses which

satisfy the current density constraint. For instance if we impose a6 = ab and

_6+_b = 1, the upper mass solution is (rob+m6) ,,, fi2/(es), independently of the

annihilation cross section if it is large enough (which is the case for heavy Dirac

neutrinos). This is seen in Fig. ls where the line labeled "expected", which shows

(_rv) as calculated from the Standard Model, intersects the values of (_v) needed

to give the labeled f_sh 2 in two places. This model has some attractiveness with

respect to a model without asymmetry. In the latter case, the fact that we live in

a universe which is matter dominated is the result of a very peculiar value of the

annihilation cross section which may appear as an unlikely conspiracy. A nice

feature from the experimental point of view is that requiting the _'s to make up

the DM implies a lower limit on the annihilation cross section, even if an initial

asymmetry is allowed. Massive particles which interact too weakl.y with ordinary

matter would over-close the universe (f_6 _' 1) and are therefore ruled out.

The above argument is fairly general, but we list here some possible loopholes.

First, as mentioned, the "Lee-Weinberg" argument does not apply for hypotheti-

cal particles such as the axion 9 which acco:ding to current schemes were never in

thermal equillbrium. Such particles give rise to p _rhaps the most attractive al-

ternstive to the WIMP (weakly interacting massive particle) scenarios described

here, but will not be discussed further. If the 6's have a long lifetime, but are not

absolutely stable, then their density may have been partially diluted by decay,

and in addition their decay products may constitute some of the DM. In this case

the above argument will over-estimate the interaction strength. However, such

scenarios encounter significant dii_iculties and are not very attractive. There is

also uncertainty introduced into the relic abundance calcuations due to uncertain-

ties concerning the quark-hsdron phase transition. Finally, since in equillbrium,

the number density of 6's does not exceed the number density of photons, vet "

light or massless 6's can exist with low interaction strengths and evade the uni-

verse over-closure argument. Neutrinos or photinoa with masses under 100 eV

are examples. These very light particles also deposit so little energy in a detec-

tor that no feasible means of detection has yet been suggested. However, since

they would have been relativistic at the time galaxies could first have started to

7
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form, they would constitute "hot" dark matter - which is currently not favored

in galaxy formation scensmios, and they would also b_ unable te cluster in the

observ ,a halos of small galaxies, requiring the existence of at least two types of
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dark matter.

IV. CROSSING SYMMETRY

So far we have established that under fairly general conditions, the present

density of dark matter particles gives a lower limit to their interaction strength.

How can we transform this result into a lower limit on the interaction rate of

particles from the galactic halo with a suitable target in the laborat...y? The basic

result that the elastic cross section follows from the annihilation cross section via

crossing symmetry does imply a lower limit on the interaction rate in a detector,

however, as we will describe, there are several important loopholes and caveats
which must be addressed.

4 • 8 _-- , iw •

Fig. 3. Feyaman diqrtnm for a generic interaction between quarks (q) and dark

matter p_ticles (6).

Fig. 3 shows examples of two possible interactions which, if read from left

to right, describe annihilation and if read from bottom to top describe elastic

scattering. The crossing symmetry which allows an elastic matrix element to be
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written in terms of an annihilation matrix element is the basis for suggesting that

a lower limit on the annihilation cross section can be translated into a lower limit

on tt:e scattering cross section and therefore on the interaction rate in a detector.

Ignoring propagator moment_, for now, a generic annihilation cross section

resulting from diagrams such _ Fig. 3 can be written

'"' ( /g m6 C6C! rn},...,, ,/i -,.3/,.,, + f6)
1<6 M_ffi "m_2 ' "

where Meffiis the mass of the exchanged pazticle, gC6 is the generic coupling of

the _ to the exchange particle, and 9C! is the coupling of the fermlonic annihi-

lation product (quark or lepton) to the exchange particle. The model dependent

factors ay, b/ and c/ are of order unity, r is the relative velocity of the Fs,
and the sum is over all fermions with mass less then the 6. This is not the

r_ost general formula, but is general enough to show most of the complexities we

will consider. Exceptions include scalar decay products (e.g. Higgs'), exchanged

fermions (o'n,_ oc Me'__) end the possibility of additional exchange particles with

the resulting inteference.

An important consideration is the type of coupling the 5 hu with the fermion.

As examples we will consider a spin one-half 6 particle with a vector-vector

coupling a. al vector- al vectorcoupling scalar-
scalar coupling (_,Sff), and pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar coupling (_750fTsf). Al-

though mixed and tensor couplings ere possible, these four serve to illustrate our

points and span the set of dark matter candidate particles usually considered.

For particles with vector-vector couplings (such _s Dirac neutrinos) ell the

coefilc/ents a/, bt, and c/ are typically present, while for particles with axial

vector4wial vector couplings, a! = 0. This is the well known "o-wave" suppres-

sion which exists for majorana particles such u photinos end ma_orena neutrinos.

Note that since at freeze-out (r 2) _ 1/3 this is not necess_ly a big suppression.

Scalar-scalar infarctions have a! = b! = 0, while pse_dosc_lar-pseudosc_ar in-

teractions have bI = 0. In these lut two cues C6C! usually cor*_ins a Yukawa

coupling factor of mI/m 6 which suppresses ,r,.nn fcr f = u, d, e,/_, and v, but

10
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can contribute for b, c, or r near threshold. Finally note that a t-channel scalar

exchange (see Fig. 3) can be written as a sum of all four types of couplings and

so typically contains all three terms displayed in eq. (6).

Using Fig. 3, a generic elastic scattering cross section for use in eq. (1) can
be written

g4m62m2NC2

where m_v is the mass of the detector nucleus and C _ is a coherence factor which

hides a great deal of physics. Before &_c-.lssing C 2 we can blindly use eq. (6)_
eq. (7) and eq. (3) to find

" >-(m_+,,.,_)_ a6h_ / E c}cI(,,I + bl<,,_>+_s,.-}/,.-6_) " (8)

Takin8 the factor in square brackets to be of order unity we see that the elastic

scattering cross section is therefore generically of weak strength or larger. Using
this in eq. (1) we find for ra6 of order 10 GeV

R _ 1 event k8 -] day -] (9)

which is a quite substantial rate, probably within reach of the current and next

generation of DM detectors. This encouraging result has given rise to the large

effort by experimenters - bu¢ it is worth going back and carefully examining the

simplifications and assumptions that went into it.

First note that we equated M,, in eq. (6) with Me, in eq. (7). For Z ° exchange

this is certainly valid, but for squark/selectron exchange as presumed for photino

dark matter this identity need not hold. If, for example, the selectron is much

lighter than the up and down squark, then relic abundance wiU be determined

by the sehctron exchange annihilation ## _ e-e +, while the elastic cross section

must proceed via the smaller squark exchange. For many supersymmetric models

Me./.ctro. < M.c,a,.Ij < 3M.d.ctro., so we expect _, suppression in eq. (9)by a

f_tor of (M.lect.o,,/M.q,,ari) 4 which varies between one and 1/81 in a model

dependent way.

11
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The main modal dependencies in eqs. (6) an_ (7) are contained in C 2 and in

the sum over annihilation products. To find C 2 we must consider vector, axi,d

vector, scalar, etc. interactions separately. First consider a particle with axial

vector-axial vector coupling. Here

c== =,
q

where (NI is the nucleus wave i'unc:lon, presumably made up of a sum of proton

(Pl and neutron (n I wave functions, which are presumably in turn made of sums

of quark wave functions. The factor ,% is coupling constant of order unity.

Knowledge oi"patton model physics, especially the proton and neutron structure

functions is necessary in going from the quarks to the nucleons, while knowledge

of nuclear physics is needed to sum up the nucleons' contribution.

The first step in the axial vector case is to note 1 that in the extreme non-

relativistic limit relevant here, q%,75q is proportional to the spin. So we can
define],", is

(pl¢ .'rsqlp)= 2 q q,

where/'q is the the spin of quark q, and Aq is the fraction of the proton spin carried

by quark g. Data from neutron decay leads to the relation Au - Ad = 1.25, while

hyperon decay and a flavor SU(3) assumption leads to Au + Ad - 2As = .682.

Traditionally one sets As = 0 and solves for Au and Ad

As = 0, Au _ .966, Ad,_, -.284. (10)

However, recent results from the EMC group 14on polarized muon scattering can

be interpreted to give a third equation,

{ .316a,Ag}.21At= + .053Ad + .053Aa = .114 + 2_r '

where the last term includes a possible contribution to the spin from gluons.
• 16,17

Setting Ag = 0, as suggested by several lines of reasomng the EMC solution

12
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• 14
15

As _ -.234 ,'_u_ .732, A_ _ --.518. (II)

Unfortunately, the use of the EMC Aq's give quite different values of C z

compared to the use of the traditional quark model values. So another factor of

two to four uncertainty is introduced into the detection rate for particles with

axial vector couplings. 1opefully theoretical and experimental work in the near

future will dear up the present confusion.

Next, adding the proton and neutron wave functions using the one-particle

nuclear shell model one finds 1'is C2 oc )_3(3 + 1), where 3 is the total spin

of the nucleus, and _ is a Clebsch-Gordan coei_cient which depends upon the

shell model parameterization. Typically .1 _<_2 <_1. Unfortunately again the

simple one-particle nuclear shell model used is not very accurate and another

large uncertainty is introduced at this point.

It is very important to note that C 2 = 0 for nuclei without spin (3 = 0).

Many common elements: 160, ]_C, 4He, T2Ge, _nd _6Si have 3 = 0, and therefore

R = 0 for them. So we see that it is quite possible to have _,z - 0, even though

_ann is substantial. The conclusion is that to detect DM particles which have

only wdal vector couplings one must build a detector out of an element which

hu a spin.

As an example of s particle with only axial vector couplings we consider the

pure photino (another example is the msjorana neutrino). Fig. 4 shows the rates

in detectors made of various materials for the EMC and quark model values of

the spin-dependent structure functions. Since rn# > 2 or 3 GeV from the ASP

experiment (see Sac. V.) rates between .01 and 1 event per kilogram per day

are to be expected for the favorable elements bhown. Backgrounds for current

experiments are in the 5 event per kilogram per day range, so no .imits on pure

photinos are yet available.

Now consider the cue of a vector-vector c_uplin& The non-relatlvistic limit

of _'y_ is not a vector but just s number, so C 2 cx j_ Ag[2, where Ag is the
coupling to quarks and the sum is over all quarks in the nucleus• Once again,

13
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however, we may have swept uncertainty in the nuclear physics under the rug.

An example of a particle with vector couplings is the Dirac neutrino, where

C2 oc 12_g (T3L - 2e_sin 2 0,_)]2 which gives a factor of -1 for each veutron and
a factor of 1 - 4 sin 20w _ 0 for each proton. So C 2 cx (number of neutrons) ? _-.

1600 for germar:um. We see that in the case of vector-vector couplings very

large enhancements in the rate are possible. Fig. 4 shows the expected rates

for Dirac neutrino dark matter for a variety of elements. Because of the large

predicted rates, existing experiments have already placed strong constraints on

Dirac neutrino dark matter. Is Dirac neutrinos with masses greater than around

10 GeV have been ruled out as the major component of the dark matter. A

new silicon detector now operating should improve these limits considerably and
either _cover the dark matter or eliminate massive Dirac neutrinos as dark

matter candidates. In conclusion, we see that detection of DM particles with

vector couplings is very promising.

Now consider a particle with scalar-scalar couplings. Here C 2 c< I ]_g (NIAq-_qqIN)12,
where we have explicitly included the Yukawa factor that usually accompanies

a scalar coupling. This type of coupling is found when a Higgs boson is the

exchange particle 2°'21 or in supersymmetry when the generic lightest particle

(neutralino) is considered 22'4 There are a few subtleties. In general rn_/rr,w is

very small for up and down quarks and one might think that this term could be

ignored. But using techniques of Vainshtein, Zakharov and Shifman 23'_°'4 one

find C 2 _ rn_v/m_,. This is not a large enhancement, but can result in rates

between 0.1 and 10 events per kilogram per day depending upon the mass of the

detector nucleus. An interesting possibility is the case of light Higgs exchange.

Here, if Z ° exchange is also allowed, the annihilation via the light Hi88s exchange

may be suppressed due to the rr,q/rnw Yukawa coupling (no coherence in anni-

hilation channels) so _r,,,, cx M_ 4 as usual, while the coherence in the scattering
-4

cross section can be unsuppressed (o's! oc MS,n, ) giving an overall enhancement

in the detection rate of (MZ/MH_ee,) 4. Since Higgs bosons as light as 5 GeV are

possible in the Standard Model we see that very substantial rates ere possible.

In fact, in the case of supersymmetry, current DM detectors are actually com-

peting with accelerator experiments in the search for supersymmetry plus a light

15
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Hi_s. 21

Now consider a pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar coupling. Here the non-relativistic

limit of qTsq gives an extra factor of r _ in the elastic cross section, which is about

10 -6 for scattering from the halo, and unfortunately makes tue detection rate

negliglble. Once again this is a case where a substantial annihilation cross section

exists, but the elastic cross section is small. Another case where a substantial

annihilation cross section can exist and the elastic cross section vanish is the case

of vector-axlal vector mixed coupling. No candidate particles of these two types

have yet been proposed, however.

Having illustrated the large model dependence contained in the coherence fac-

tor we should mention the model dependence in the annihilation sum. As pointed

out previously, different exchange particles for different annihilation channels

can le_d to a model dependence, but alternatively the couplings to up and down

quarks can be suppressed. Since mainly elastic scattering off up and down quarks

is of interest, only the crossing of the up and down quark channels really matter.

While an up and down quark suppression is not usual, one would like

o-,(total)

to be at least the canonical value of around 5% for the crossing argument to

work. For most candidate particles _ _> 5% and in fact the crossing does work,

but the value of _ is model dependent and typically a factor of _/5% multiplies
the final rate.

V. HIGH ENERGY PRODUCTION

Finally, we briefly mention another "crossing" possibility, that of extrapolat-

ing results from high energy 6 production to annihilation in the early universe.

As an example we consider the ASP experiment 24'2s which placed limits on

the process e'_e - --* "y+ "missing", where "missing" could be gO. In general,

e+e - --* -y_6 is related to e+e - -, gO, which is related to _6 _ e+e -. Detailed

cross sections are shown in the appendix. In Fig. 5 for the case of a pure photino

16
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we show the ASP limit constraint on the annihilation cross section, where we

have characterized the annihilation cross section by the mass of the exchanged

betectron. Limits

m_>2.1 GeV if£6h 2=1
(12)

m_>4.3GeV iffl6h _=.25

are found at the 90% confidence level. Note that mass _plltting of the scalar

fermions (M,q,_,_ "- 3M, electron) increases the limits.

L
e""

= -'"'" fib' = .25100

, , --- splitting (see text)
\'l

0 II ....... I,,,_ .... iI ........ _lJi ....... I .........
_0 Ila _0 _ SO

Phot_o ll_s (_v/e n)

ig. 5. Constraints on photino dark matter from the ASP experiment. Solid and

dashed lines show the selectron mass required to give fZ= 1, while the area below

the dotted line ii ruled out by ASP.

This kind of constraint is quite general, but again loopholes are possible.

Annihilation can be through any of many channels - quark or lepton, while an

ASP type experiment constrains only the coupling to the electron. For example,

ve W tittle can be said about hisgsino_, where the coupling to electrons is small

and annihilation is mainly into heavier fermions. However, Fig. 6 shows the kind

of constraint which could be found for higgsinos. A future high energy experiment
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= _.25

J

tO 110 30 40 60

mus_o Idan (c.v/e')

Fig. 6. Constraint on Hi_sino dark matter using the ratio of Higgs expectation

values, tan=/_. The lines indicate the value of tan2/3 required to give n = 1.

which limits tan/3, the ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values, would Limit

the allowed zange of DM higgslno mass. In general, however, we expect the

combination of a lower Limit on (_v)ann and an upper limit given by ASP to

lead to a lower limit on m6 in the GeV range. This is important, since negative

results from accelerator experiments will gradually push up the allowed mass of

DM candidates. Since !ow mass DM particles require low detector thresholds, this

suggests that low thresholds may not be as important as the lower backgrounds

needed to detect heavier DM particles. We see that the results of accelerator

experiments can influence the design of DM detection experiments.

Vl. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we reviewed the standard connection between relic abundance

s.ud annihilation cross sections, paying particular attention to the uncertainties in

the connection. We reviewed how this connection generally results in a lower limit

to the rate of DM particles interacting in a detector. We listed the assumptions

that 8o into such a limit and detailed the loopholes and model dependence. While
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a rate larger than one event per kilogram per day is genes,ally to be expected, we

showed that rates between 0 mad 1000 events per kilogram per day are possible.

Accelerator experiments such as ASP, which attempt to directly produce DM

particles also can be used to give general information on galactic DM detection

experiments. DM particles under a few GeV are likely to be inconsistent with

such experiments although aga.in loopholes in the argument exist.

In conclusion, the connection between the annihilation, elastic and production

cross sections can be used in fairly model independent ways to constr_n other-

wise arbitrary quantities such as the DM mass mad interaction rate; however,

uncertainties exist and the model dependence e_a be greater than is commonly
recognized.
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APPENDIX A: Cross sections for fermionie dark matter particles

The effective Lagraugian describing the interaction of fermionic Dark Matter

(DM) particles with quarks or leptons can in many cases be written

where C is a co:_stant involving coupling strengths and propagator muses, 6 is

the DM field, _b is the quark or lepton field, _ and A6 are the DM vector and

axial vector couplings sad I/I, A! are the same for the quark or lepton.

Using eq. At, the annihilation cross section of two Dark Matter particles of
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mass m 6 into a pair of fermions of mass mI, (6_ _ _2"_), is found to be

C'_py
{(v]+A3)CV?+4)(_' +p)p_/3)

_rt2

2 _ 2 _ __(E2+ _+_,_/(v/-A3)CV_4)+ p_)Cv]A})(V6'+4)

+ +,))cvl+ - 4)},
(A2)

where p_ and Pt are the 3-momenta of the DM and fermlon respectively, E 2 =

m] + 101= m} + p_, and v is the relative velocity of the incoming particles. In

the limit v _ 1 (c = h = 1) this can be expanded in powers of v2

z2 (

#,,..v ._ E - 12v_CV/ + A)) + z_(V62V/ + A]A}- 2V_A))2_r
I

_'_"°"' - 24v}- _4A))+_Cv?+A])Cv]+A})+-i_-_.,_A} v_v]+
2 2 2.2..2v.. 2- 2 2V2A } A_A})+_-_-_v_cv/ +A})+ -_ (v,v/ - + ,'

(Aa)

where z2 = ml/m6,22 z2 = ½z2/(1 - z2), and the sum is over all fermions f with

mass m f < m_. We expand in powers of v 2 since analytic approximations for the

relic abundance of 6 depend on having a cross section of the form a+bv 2+cv (+.. ..

Note, however, that the factor z2v2/(1- z 2) blows up at z = 1 and _.o the

expansion is n¢_ valid near m6 = m t. We will use the expansion anyway, but

avoid calculating relic abundances at or just above mass thresho!ds. The v 2

above is the relative velocity and should be replaced with 6T/mo in the thermal

average.

Some care must be taken in app]ylng eq. A3 in pa_tic1_ar cases. For example,

if 6 is a Majors.us ferm/on, the self-conjugscy of 6 implies _7.6 - 0 and also an

extra factor of two in going from the effective Lasrangian to the Feynman rule.

This means Y6 - 0 and an extra factor of four in the cross section. In addition,

when the underlying interaction involves the exchange of a massive particle in
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the s channel, a pole factor shotdd be included. The common examp!e is the Z°

pole factor

= - 1,2rn21 (A4)PZ rrt_/[(4ra} m_) 2 + z zJ,

where mz and Fz are the mass and width of the Z 0 boson. Finally there is a

color factor cI = 3 when f is a quark, These specieS case factors in eq. A3 are

soaked up ,]_"the new constant CI.

Using eq. A1 the elastic scattering cross section of DM particles off fermions

; can be computed. The matrix element is the same as for annihilation _rith

the replacement P_6_,,*'* -P_/o,,¢" Here, keeping only the first term in the non-
relativistic expansion (which is valid since we are interested in 6's which move

with the galactic dispersion velocity), we find

' / (V/V_ + 3A_A}). (A5)o',l = ,r(m6 + mS)2 •

Here also, the same remarks concerning Majorana particles apply (V6 = 0 and

C "2 = 4C2), but the color factor is unity even for quarks, and there is no pole
factor.

Note that there are no terms involving AoV/or A/V 6 in the elastic scattering
cross section, while there axe such terms in the annihilation cross section. This

means that it is possibh for the scattering cross section to be zero while stiU

having substantial annihilation cross section. Also note that in general the anni-

hilation of DM is into quarks and leptons so eq. A3 is applicable, but in elastic

scattering, the DM typically scatters off nuclei rather than quarks or leptons and

so coherence and other nuclear physics effects must be taken into account. (See

the body of the text for details on this point.)

Finally, using the same effective Lagrangian to find o'(e+e - --* 66) one can

find the cross section for e+e - --./_33', in the soft photon limit 2T which is appli-

cable for ASP like experiraents.

&r(e+e--*'Y6_;-) 2_[(1-_z) 2+__z'y'] (e+e_
dzdy _ "* (A6)
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where a is the Mandelstam variable, z = 2E.r/Vt_ is the dimensionless photon

energy, V - cos 0 is the angle between the beam and the photon, _ = s(1 - z),

and

+,,3)(,-(e+,---+6,_;,)_-7-;-,_i + - ,. +
,,,,roll,

(',?- xl)(_.7+-'s_"7-J.
(A?)

where C ''i is the same as C 'i ,hove with an extra (actor o{ 1/2 if there are

identical particles in the final state.

Eqs. A3, AS, and A7 will not be valid if the interaction cannot be written

in the form of eq. A1. This can happen when there are several channels which

cannot be combined, or when the Fierz transformation necessary to bring t-

channel annihilation into the form of eq. A1 gives tensor or scalar pieces. An

example of the latter case is photino DM when the left and right chiral squarks

mix.

As e.':smples, we apply the cross section formulas to massive Dirac neutri-

nos, massive Majorana neutrinos, ideal zed photinos, and idealized higgsinos (see

ref. 22 for details of the supersymmetry model).

For massive Dh-ac neutrinos C = GFIV/2, V6 = 1, A_ -- -I, V! = gv =

T#!- 2Qfsin'0., A, = gA= -T#!,C" = PzcsC', and¢"' = ¢', whereTh
and QS are the third component of weak isospin and the _harge of the quark or

lepton (e.g. for the up quark, 91/- I "- I sin2 0" and YA = -I), GF is the Fermi

constant, and c/is the color factor. This gives

(<.,,>..,,=E
#

liizl _vl/1 • I 'vlzizl
+ "-_-_-(g_,"- 59_) + ---4--tgv + 9_) + -_ (9_ - 9_)}.

(Ae)
This dJsagree_ with Kane and Kani ill but agrees with the Kolb and Olive erratum, z9

Apart from coherence (actors, the Dirac neutrino elastic scattering cross section
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2 2, 2 2
CFm6_nt(3gA+g_)

_.,= 2_(-,6+._i)_ ' (A9)

which also disagrees with Kane and Kani.

Massive Majorana neutrinos are the same as Dirac neutrinos with V6 = 0,

C '2= 4Pz¢IG2,and C ''2= 4C2_ving

,_ '*',"v .,g, +__(g_.+g_) t ,,!

V2Z _ _2Z2Z2

(A10)
Eq. A10 differs from the Kolb and Olive erratum and is not given by Kane

and Kani. Apart from coherence factors, the elastic scattering cross section for
Majorana neutrinos is

2 2 2 2
6GFm6mlg a

_" = .(m, +mt)2" (A11)

For a pure photino n we have no vector coupling so V! = V6 = 0, A! =
A6 1, and C _= = 2raQ!/M_! where Q! is the charge of the fermion and M,! is
the mass of the corresponding scalar fermion. We find

(,v>...-- _ M4 z' + 1 ---(14- 6z 2) (A12)

and apart from spin coherence factors

2 4 3 2
481ra QlmLm!

" =(-,,+_I)'M:/ (A13)

F4. A12 disag,_,_withKaae and Kaai,but _r_s with Sredaicki,OliveLad

Silk._ Eq. AI3 agreelwithKaae and Kaai.
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FinAlly, for the idea_zed higgsino discussed in Ellis, et al., we have V6 =

o,4, = 1,v1 =cos2_(T/l- 2qlsin'O.Ip_/',andA1= -T_f_/'cos2_+
2 2

dt_ !/M_I , where tan _ is the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs

doublets, d! = tan2 j0 for the up, charm and top quarks, and dI = cot2_ for the

leptons and down type quarks. For hlggslnos both Z ° and sfermion exchange

contribute and we include the Z ° pole term only on the Z ° exchange pieces.

These factors of Pz should be left out for elastic scattering. With C l = G_/2
sad the Majorans factor of four we have

_" v] rV2

! (A14)

v2z212V' - 7A}) + _ tJ+ -i_-_ /

_..4 apart from coherence factors

2 2 2 _ , 2 2
6GFm6mIA I 3Grm6m ! cos' _3

Eq. AlS agrees with Refs. (28) and (30) but Eq. A14 disagrees with Re!. (28).
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